
datastor.io 
Backups Don’t Matter……Only Restores Do 

Built on Commvault’s award winning platform, datastor.io provides Backup 
and Recovery for Mission Critical Systems and Data.  With the control plane 
hosted in AWS for optimal avialbility, the solution can be deployed in any 
environment.  This includes all Cloud, On-Premise and Hybrid locations. 

What is datastor.io? 

At datastor.io we understand that data protection can be complex and is 
critical to modern enterprise security. datastor.io is an offering that brings 
the power of Commvault’s Enterprise Data Management solution to AWS 
combined with unparalleled backup and recovery expertise from a team of 
highly trained and focused professionals.   

This simple yet powerful solution has been developed to assist Enterprises of 
all sizes to improve their data readiness, wherever their data may reside.   

With datastor.io you get our indispensable concierge service, which helps 
navigate the complexities of modern data protection and recovery. This 
service includes architecture, design, implementation and support delivered 
directly via a staff of certified engineers.  

Why is a Managed offering preferred? 

Having certified engineers manage your backup environment in the cloud 
leads to less time managing backups, more time to focus elsewhere, and 
provides peace of mind knowing that the industry’s best are protecting your 
data. 

Hardware costs will go down.  ROI will be near immediate.  Any stress tied to 
your backup and restore requirements will be alleviated. 

Where is datastor.io available today? 

datastor.io is currently available via Private Offers on the AWS Marketplace(s) 
including Commercial Cloud, GovCloud and others.  Utility Billing is coming 
soon!   

Check us out at https://datastor.io today for more information! 

Why datastor.io? 

Top Reasons 

 Enterprise Data Protection and
recovery

 Concierge Support - 100% US
Based

 Timely Restores

 Ransomware Protection

 Surgical Spillage Remediation

 Air Gap backup copies

 Singular Management
interface for all AWS Accounts
as well as on-premise and
alternate cloud locations

 Data and System Migration

 File Storage Optimization

 Full Support for Hybrid
Environments

 Fully Managed Options
Available

 Dedicated and Isolated
Options for Highly Secure
Environments (GovCloud, IL6
and IL7)

 Utilize Amazon credits to
procure


